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This invention relates to a packaging material adapted 
to conform readily to contours of irregularly shaped 
articles, and to the package formed therewith. 
The packaging material is soft and resilient so that it 

will protect fragile articles from shock and will not scratch 
or mar highly polished finishes. The packaging material 
has a high insulating value against heat ̀ or cold and pro 
vides excellent protection against moisture or dust. 
The packaging material of the present invention com 

prises a soft, resilient layer ̀ of fibers bonded to a Suitable 
backing, such as, for example, a fiexible sheet of cor 
rugated paperboard. Although a flexible corrugated 
paperboard backing sheet is preferred, a rigid corrugated 
paperboard backing may be used, either in sheet form or 
as a shaped member to fit any specific article to be pack 
aged. The packaging material is folded around an article 
positioned on the fibrous layer and slipped into a paper 
board carton to complete the package. 
The fibrous layer, which may be of any desired thi-ck 

ness, comprises a mass of non-absorbent, non-matting 
fibers, preferably plastic fibers, of various lengths from 
‘about one-half inch to two inches, held in three dimen 
sional, random arrangement by means of a flexible ad 
hesive which also serves to bond the layer of ‘übers to the 
backing material. The individual fibers are first arranged 
in a three-dimensional, random arrangement and are then 
wetted lightly with adhesive to cause them to adhere to 
each other at their spaced points of contact. 
The application of adhesive to the fibers and the drying 

thereof is effected without crushing or compacting them. 
The fibrous layer is very soft and resilient, and has a very 
high loft. The adherence of the three-dimensional, ran 
domly arranged fibers to each other at substantially only 
their points of contact imparts excellent air retaining and 
insulating qualities to the packaging material. Accord 
ingly, the packaging material can be shaped around articles 
of irregular contour, and the fibers can be compressed 
without loss of softness or loft, or balling of the fibers, 
thereby cradling and cushioning the article. 
Any adhesive which gives a flexible bond, such as nat 

ural rubber or synthetic rubber, may be used in accord 
ance with the present invention, but an elastic resinous 
adhesive is preferred. 
The structure by means of which the above and other 

advantages are attained will be ydescribed in detail in the 
following specification, taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings, showing a preferred illustrative 
embodiment of the invention, in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of a complete package 

embodying the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a perspective View of the packaging material 

with an object of irregular shape mounted thereon; 
FIG. 3 is a longitudinal sectional view, taken along the 

line 3_3 of FlG. l; 
FIG. 4 is a cross sectional View, taken along the line 

4-4 of FIG. 3; and 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary perspective view, on `an en 

larged scale, showing the packaging material. 
In the drawings, the reference numeral 2 indicates a 

layer of non-absorbent, non-matting fibers 3 bonded to 
the fiat facing sheet of ̀ a flexible backing 4 of corrugated 
paperboard by an adhesive which also bonds the individual 
fibers to each other at their points of Contact 5, as here 
inafter described. Although sheet d is preferably flexible 
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in 'one direction, i.e., parallel to the direction of the flutes 
of the corrugations, it should be understood that a rigid 
corrugated paperboard backing material may be used, 
either in sheet form, or in preshaped configuration to 'fit 
around an article to be packaged. 
As shown, fiexible backing material 4 consists of a 

single ply of corrugated paper having one surface of its 
parallel, transversely spaced fiutes bonded to a fiat facing 
sheet. The fibrous layer may be bonded to either side 
of the backing material, but it is preferred to bond it to 
the flat facing sheet because the surface of the ñbrous layer 
is substantially flat and the fiat surface of the facing sheet 
provides a uniform bonding surface throughout the sur 
face area of the fibrous layer. If desired, fiat facing sheets 
may be bonded to opposite sides of the corrugated ply. 
The fibers 3 preferably are curled or crimped, but 

straight fibers may be used. It is preferred to use synthetic 
fibers, such as, for example, celulose acetate, polyvinyl 
acetate, nylon, rayon, acrylic fiber (a copolymer ̀ of vinyl 
chloride and acrylonitrile) commercially available under 
the trademark “Dynel,” acrylic fiber (formed from a 
polymer of acrylonitrile) commercially available under 
the trademark “Orl‘onf’ or polyvinylidene chloride-poly 
vinyl chloride copolymer fiber commercially available 
under the trademark ‘Saran.” vvNatural fibers such as hogs 
hair, or non-organic fibers such as glass fiber, commer 
cially available under the trademark “Fiberglas” may also 
be used. Any of these fibers may be used alone or mixed 
with each other. 
The fibers are preferably ̀ of various lengths, from about 

`one-half inch to two inches, and are intermingled in ran 
dom arrangement so that they lay at various angles, both 
horizontally and vertically, with the individual fibers con 
tacting each `other at their separate points of contact 
throughout the layer, as indicated at 5, FIG. 5. Relatively 
few pairs `of individual fibers contact each other at more 
than one point, and each fiber contacts a plurality of other 
fibers at spaced points which may ̀ be in the same `or in 
different planes. 
The Ifibrous `layer is sprayed or otherwise coated lightly 

with an elastic adhesive on both surfaces. The amount 
of adhesive used is at least sufficient to coat the outer 
fibers of the layer so that they adhere to each other and 
to the transversely extending fibers which exist through 
`out the mass, at their points of contact, as indicated at 5, 
but the amount used is insufficient to fill the voids be 
tween the fibers. It is important that the spaces between 
the fibers be substantially free of adhesive to maintain the 
softness and Iresiliency of the fibrous layer. A small 
lamount of adhesive passes through the interstices :between 
the outer fibers and wets at least some of the fibers in the 
interior of the fibrous layer :and causes them to »adhere 
to each other and to the transversely extending fibers at 
their points of contact. The fibers in the interior of the 
layer are in the main unimpregnated, and hence retain 
their natural springiness and impart the desired resilience 
:and loft to the packaging material. 
The spaced joining of the three-dimensional, random 

arrangement of the fibers prevents matting and reorienta 
tion yof the fibers due to externally `applied forces. Also, 
the elastic adhesive ‘applied thereto substantially increases 
the resiliency of the packaging material. 
The fibrous layer may be made `of any desired thick 

ness, say, `from about `one-fourth to one-half of an inch 
up to about one and one-half inches and even more, de 
pending upon the articles to be packaged. When the 
fibrous layer is about three-fourths of an inch or less in 
thickness, the fibers throughout the entire layer may be 
penetrated and coated with adhesive by a spraying ̀ ope-ra 
tion applied to the outer surfaces thereof. It is not essen 
tial that the adhesive reach fibers in the interior `of the 
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layer, -because the adhesive serves to tie the whole layer 
together by joining fibers extending transversely with the 
longitudinally `extending fibers at both end portions of: 
the transversely extending fibers. . 
Any elastic adhesive material may be used. Resinous 

adhesives, such las :a ysolution of 'polyvinyl acetate or poly 
vinyl chloride or copolymers thereof in organic solvents, 
are preferred. These adhesives are non-corrosive, and 
metal articles may be kept in contact with the packaging 
material indefinitely without being deleteriously affected 
thereby. Rubber adhesives may also be used. In the 
case of either natunal or a synthetic rubber adhesive, for 
example, it is applied in the `form of an aqueous .suspen 
sion or latex, with or without vulcanizing agents, and the 
adhesive coating is then dried to precipitate the rubber. 
Any conventional, commercially available, ammonium 
stabilized, natural rubber latex may be used in accordance 
with my invention, alone or in combination with a syn 
thetic rubber latex. A suitable synthetic -rubber latex 
which may be used las the adhesive is the rubbery copoly 
-mer of butadiene and acrylonitrile sold under the trade 
mark “Carbopol” If desired, there may be incorporated 
into the natural rubber latex or the mixed natural and 
synthetic rubber latex small amounts, about 0.25 to 3.0%, 
of a resin which serves to add quick tack and strength to 
the adhesive. 
The adhesive applied to the fibers is dried to a non-tacky 

state, either naturally or artificially, without compacting 
the layer of fibers. This prevents the adhesive coating on 
any über from adhering to any other fiber except at the 
points where the fibers are in contact with each other in the 
uncompressed, three-dimensional, random arrangement in 
which the fibrous layer is initially formed. When the 
fibers are :compressed after the adhesive is dried, as, for 
example, when the packaging material is folded over an 
article and placed within ia carton, the fibers which are 
brought .into contact by the compression will not adhere 
to-each other. The resiliency of the fibers will cause them 
to~spring back to their ‘original positions when the com 
pressing ‘force is released, as, for example, when the a-rticle 
is»` removed `from the package. The packaging material 
may then be used to package »another article, even of dif 
ferent shape. 
As previously stated, it is important that the random, 

three-dirnensionally arranged fibers be adhered to each 
other only at the> points of contact to which the adhesive is 
originally/applied The `adherence of the fiber-s to each 
othe-ry atÄ their points of contact keeps the fibers in place 
andfthereby maintains the loft and resilience of the pack 
agingl material. In- FIG. 5 a plurality off random, three 
dimension-ally »arranged fibers 3-are shown with adhesive 
adhering them together >at their points of contact. The ad 
hesi've is »dried in this position of the fibers. In FIG. 5 
fibers are shown in their normal uncompressed relation 
ship, and» in FIG. 3` the package is shown with the fibers ~ 
temporarily compressed. As soonI as the compressing 
force is released, the compressed fibers will spring back to 
the positions show-n in FIG. 5 because of the resiliency of 
the individual fibers and the elastic nature of the adhesive. 
The adhesive is app-lied to one surface of the layer of 

ñber's, preferably as a spray, and the adhesive is then dried 
toa non-tacky state. Thereafter the fibrous layer is turned 
over, andl the uncoated side is sprayed with adhesive. The 
sheet 4« off backing material is brought into contact with 
the newlïy sprayed surface of the fibrous layer and pressed 
thereagainst to adhere- it to said surface. The freshly ap 
plied: adhesive is then dried to form a permanent bond 
between the backing ̀ sheet and the fibers. 
The packaging material formed as described ab‘ove is 

uncompressed, yet is self-sustaining and has considerable 
strength in- its lateral, longitudinal and transverse dimen 
sions. It is an excellent air retainer and the insulating 
value thereof‘is very high. Because of the random, three 
dimensional arrangement of the fibers, there are in 
numerable interccmmunicating voids in the fibrous layer, 
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and the packaging material can be compressed without 
loss of loft or balling of fibers. 
The resilience and loft-retaining qualities of the pack 

aging material are due primarily to the random, three 
dimensional arrangement of the fibers, and to the thin, 
elastic adhesive coating which fastens the fibers together 
only at their spaced points of contact. The use of 
crimped or curled fibers increases the resilience of the 
packaging material over that attained with straight 
fibers. A cross section of a layer formed from crimped 
or curled fibers appears as a series of bridges in all di 
rections and planes, thus giving greater loft than the same 
amount of straight fibers. 
The packaging material is preferably formed in a con 

tinuous length and is cut into individual pieces of any de 
sired dimensions, in accordance vWith the size of the car 
ton 6 into which the packaging material, and the article 
7 protected thereby, are to be inserted. Although the 
unit comprising the packaging material and the article 
protected thereby may be wrapped in any wrapping ma 
terial, it is preferred to place it in a carton to provide a 
package of neat, uniform appearance. 
The packaging material will conform to the interior 

space of the carton without bulging the container walls. 
The article may be adequately protected by placing it on 
a sheet of the packaging material, folding the sheet of 
packaging material along a single line, preferably parallel 
to the flutes of the corrugated paperboard, and stuñing 
the unit in a carton. However, it Áhas been found, partic 
ularly with end opening cartons, that additional advan 
tages are obtained by folding the sheet of packaging ma 
terial along a transverse line spaced from the center of 
the sheet. The off-center fold forms an extra fiap 8 hav 
ing a length approximately equal to the height of the 
carton, as shown in FIG. 3. The flap 8 is tucked in at 
the saine time the end flap 9 of the carton is closed. The 
iiap `8 provides better insulation value ̀ for the package as 
well as additional protection against shock. Additional 
ly, the flap S provides an easy means of removal of the 
unit from the carton. The resiliency of the fibers causes 
the flap to project outwardly of the open end of the car 
ton when the lend flap 9 of the carton is opened. 
The different sizes of cartons to be used may be kept 

to a minimum, because articles ‘of different sizes may be 
packaged in cartons of uniform size Within reasonable 
limits. 

It is possible to use a single sheet of packaging ma 
terial designed for packaging an article of a certain size 
to package a plurality of articles of smaller sizes. A 
single sheet of packaging material will protect a plurality 
of articles packaged therein just as effectively as it pro 
tects a single article, provided the articles are spaced 
apart far enough to provide a Wall of uncompressed fibers 
between adjacent articles. 
When used with boxes having a separate preformed 

bottom and cover, the packaging material may be used in 
separate sheets cut to the box size. One sheet may be 
positioned in the bottom of the tbox with the fibrous layer 
uppermost, the article lor articles to be packaged laid on 
the fibrous layer, and a second sheet of packaging ma 
terial superimposed on the article or articles, with its 
fibrous layer facing downward, before the cover is ap 
plied. If a rigid 4backing material is used for the packag 
ing material it will provide additional structural strength 
for the box. 
The fibrous layer forms a nest or pocket for each arti 

cle, and only the fibers in the immediate proximity of the 
packaged article are compressed. Accordingly, a wall of 
substantially uncompressed fibers extends around the 
outer edges of the packaged article. Whenever the pack 
age is subjected to shock, the uncompressed fibers absorb 
the 4initial shock, and any secondary shock that might oc 
cur is absorbed by the partially compressed fibers which 
cradle the packaged article and the iiutes of the corru 
gated paperboard. The combination of the resilient 
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fibrous layer and the corrugated paperboard provides a 
unique cushioning effect. 
While I have described several preferred embodiments 

of my invention in considerable detail, it will be under 
stood that the description thereof is intended to be illus 
t-rative, rather than restrictive, as many details of the 
structure may be modified or changed without departing 
fnom the spirit or scope of the invention. Accordingly, 
I do not desire to be restricted to the exact construction 
described. 

I claim: 
1. The method of making a packaging material which 

comprises intermingling a plurality of übers in uncom 
pressed three-diniensional arrangement to form a l-ayer of 
fibers, applying adhesive lightly to one surface of said 
layer, drying said adhesive to a non-tacky state, applying 
adhesive lightly to the opposite surface of said layer, 
moving a sheet of corrugated paperboard into contact 
with said last mentioned surface of said layer, and then 
drying said last applied adhesive to a non-tacky state to 
bond the 'übers of said last mentioned surface to each 
other and to said corrugated paperboard while said ñbers 
are in said uncompressed, random arrangement. 

2. The method of making a packaging material which 
comprises intermingling a plurality of fibers in uncom 
pressed three-dimensional arrangement to form a layer 
of fibers, applying adhesive lightly to one surface of said 
layer moving a sheet of corrugated paperboard into con 
tact with said surface, and then drying said adhesive to 
a non-tacky state while said fibers are in said un-com 
pressed, random arrangement to bond said corrugated 
paperboard to said fibers. 

3. A package comprising a sheet of corrugated paper 
board having a layer of uncompressed, curled, resilient 
fibers bonded thereto, an article positioned between two 
oppositely disposed portions of said fibrous layer and 
embedded in a pocket formed jointly by said portions 
of the fibrous layer and conforming intimately to its 
shape throughout its surface area, and a container enclos 
ing said Ácorrugated paperboard and said article. 

4. A package comprising a sheet of corrugated paper 
board, a layer of fibers bonded to each other and to one 
surface of said sheet, an article positioned on said layer 
of fibers whereby the fibers in proximity to said article are 
partially compressed, said article being partially embedded 
in a pocket formed by the partial compression of the 
fibers in proximity to said article and conforming inti 
mately to its shape throughout its surface area, the fibers 
of said layer not in proximity to said article being un 
compressed and a container enclosing said Icorrugated 
papenboard and said article. 

5. A package comprising an article to be protected, 
a sheet of corrugated paperboard having a layer of curled, 
resilient fibers bonded thereto, said sheet of corrugated 
paperboard being folded over two surfaces of said article 
to completely enclose said article with said fibers in in 
timate engagement therewith throughout its surface area, 
and an outer enclosure housing said article and said sheet 
of corrugated paperboard folded over said article. 

6. A package comprising an article to be protected, a 
sheet of corrugated paperboard having a layer of resilient 
fibers bonded thereto, said paperboard being folded over 
two opposite surfaces of said article whereby fibers in 
engagement with either of said surfaces of the article are 
partially compressed, the fibers spaced outwardly of the 
perimeter of said article being substantially uncompressed 
to provide lateral cushioning for said article, and a con 
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6 
tainer enclosing said corrugated paperboard in its folded 
condition to hold said article cradled between said partial 
ly compressed fibers. 

7. A package comprising a folded sheet of corrugated 
paperboard having a layer of resilient fibers bonded to its 
inner side, an article positioned between the folded por 
tions of said corrugated paperboard, said article being 
cradled between said resilient fibers and completely en 
closed thereby, and means holding said corrugated sheet 
in its folded condition. 

8. A package comprising an article to be protected, a 
sheet of corrugated paperboard, a layer of resilient fibers 
bonded thereto in random three-dimensional arrange 
ment, said sheet of corrugated paperboard being folded 
over two surfaces of said article to completely enclose 
said article with said fibers in intimate engagement there 
with throughout its surface area, and an outer enclosure 
housing said article and said sheet of corrugated paper 
board folded over said article. 

9. A package comprising an article to be protected, a 
sheet of corrugated paperboard having a fibrous layer 
bonded to one surface thereof, said sheet of corrugated 
paperboard being folded over two surfaces of said article 
to completely enclose said article with said fibrous layer 
in intimate engagement therewith throughout its surface 
area, one end of said folded sheet projecting beyond the 
other end thereof, a :carton enclosing said article and 
said sheet of corrugated paperboard folded over said 
article, said projecting portion of said sheet being bent 
within said carton toward the other end of said sheet. 

10. A package comprising an article to be protected, a 
sheet of corrugated paperboard having a fibrous layer 
bonded to one surface thereof, said sheet of corrugated 
paperboard being folded over two surfaces of said article 
to completely enclose said article with said fibrous layer 
in intimate engagement therewith throughout its surface 
area, one end of said folded sheet projecting beyond the 
other end thereof, said projecting end of said sheet being 
folded to extend toward the other end thereof, a carton 
enclosing said article and said sheet of lcorrugated paper 
board folded over said article, and a closure flap integral 
with said carton, said flap holding the projecting end of 
said sheet in its folded position. 
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